Fabrication of Nanostructured Lipid Carriers (NLC)-Based Gels from Microemulsion Template for Delivery Through Skin.
Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC) represent the novel and widely explored generation of lipid nanoparticles. These are the second-generation solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) developed with the aim to overcome limitations of SLN mainly with respect to limited drug loading and drug leakage during its storage. NLC are fabricated by mixing solid lipids with spatially incompatible (liquid) lipids leading to nanoparticulate structures with improved drug loading and controllable release properties. Out of the numerous methods reported to prepare NLC, microemulsion template (ME) technique is the most simple and preferred method. This methodology of preparation of lipid nanoparticles obviates the need for specialized equipment and energy to generate NLC, enables achieving desirable particle size of nanoparticles by modulating the size of the emulsion droplet, and is also feasible for easy scale-up. This chapter describes microemulsion template technique for fabrication of NLC based gel for topical delivery, particularly with respect to its method of preparation and product analysis.